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Here, in this article, you will come across Importance of CSS MCQs in your
competitive exams journey. Here, you will also know about the best app for the
preparation of MCQs of CSS and PMS Exam. You will also come to know that Why
CSSMCQs Matter a lot?
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Importance of CSS MCQs

Why CSSMCQs Matter a lot?

In Competitive Exams like CSS & PMS, only one mark matters a lot, however,
there are many aspirants who are very serious but yet don’t tend to heed on CSS
MCQs. They don’t even bother to go through the past paper MCQs of CSS exam
to get a fair idea that what kind of MCQs are often asked in these Examination.
So, while keeping this aspect in mind, I want to share a very important APP about
CSS & PMS Exam MCQs with all those who are aiming to appear for CE-2022. As
except for the English Essay paper, all the other papers have MCQs of 20 marks
where only one number can either let you in OR out you from your favourite and
the best recruitment Cadres of competitive exams.
Therefore, you cannot deny the role of 220 MCQs marks (11×20=220) in your
CSS Exam. Thus, if you don’t know about CSSMCQS APP which is available on
Google Playstore. There before the month of October 2021, you can avail the
latest i.e. 2020 & 2021 Past Papers MCQs of CSS Exam freely. This app also
contains all the compulsory subjects MCQs in quiz form since 2005-2021.
So, download this APP and start examining yourself prior to the exam. You must
be aware of the fact that CSS Past Paper MCQs are often repeated, just observe
the MCQs part if Current Affairs papers of the year 2012 and 2019, you will
observe it by yourself where examiner copy-peste the entire MCQs paper
regardless of the fact that this was current affairs paper but yet he they don’t
tend to touch the latest scenarios in the current paper.
Furthermore, Islamiat and Pakistan affairs MCQs are often given in CSS and all
other Competitive Exams papers.
#Remember, if you have gone through all these past paper MCQs of CSS
Compulsory subjects, you will feel relax and accomplished at the end. So, it will
ease your burden if you cover it now.
Good luck!
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